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This thesis explores the challenges implicit in the creation of temporary monuments in public 
spaces using the shadows of participants. It is developed alongside the main design portfolio; 
the said portfolio proposes an ephemeral shadow monument commemorating the ever-
changing cultures and ideologies of a society represented by the participants’ shadows.

This thesis begins by investigating the evolution of monument typologies and attributes the 
emergence of temporary monuments to developments in technology. 

This thesis then studies (a) the manner in which artists have used shadows in various mediums in 
order to understand how shadows can be applied in the context of an architectural proposal, 
and (b) the challenges associated with the creation of highly-controlled shadows. In addition 
to physical challenges (e.g. due to the dependence of shadows on the position of sun, or 
the presence of light in the night time), participant anonymity is identified as an important 
participant-related concern given the current social climate with regard to personal data 
privacy.

Next, the methods used in three case studies involving public participatory shadow art to address 
the challenges associated with the creation of highly-controlled shadows are considered.

This thesis then outlines the shadow monument created in the main design portfolio, and 
explains the various stages of monument creation and how each of these stages tackles the 
physical and participant-related challenges posed by the sites.
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Introduction

This paper is an investigation into monuments, shadows and artworks and supports the main 
design proposal for a monument constructed out of the shadows of members of the public in 
Athens, the “Athenian Shadow Monument”. These shifting shadows serve as a metaphorical 
representation of societal values and commemorate the public’s ever-changing attitudes, 
cultures and ideologies. 

The paper has four chapters:

Chapter one is an introduction to monuments. It informs an understanding of what monuments 
are and the role monuments play in society. Chapter one studies how constant appropriation of 
monuments has led to the development of palimpsestic spaces that hold a variety of meanings 
and truths accumulated over time. It draws parallels between technological advancements 
and the rise of temporary monuments and the anti-monument art movement.

Against this understanding of monuments, the second chapter provides an overview of 
shadows and their use in various art forms throughout history. Focusing on the use of shadows 
in new media art, chapter two explores the physical and participant-related challenges artists 
face when designing public-interactive shadow art. With the proliferation of surveillance 
technologies in today’s urban environment, personal data privacy has become a sensitive 
issue. As such, the anonymity of participants and their shadows is identified as an important 
participant-related challenge.

Chapter three elaborates on the challenges identified in chapter two by way of an examination 
of three case studies, which were selected due to their varied strategies and responses to the 
said challenges. These case studies provide a catalogue of references that inform the design 
of the Athenian Shadow Monument.

The fourth chapter outlines the proposal of the Athenian Shadow Monument, explaining the 
various stages of monument creation and how each stage tackles the physical and participant-
related challenges posed. 

The conclusion reviews the challenges faced when designing public-interactive shadow art as 
well as assesses the monument’s success in anonymisation of the Athenian public.
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This chapter discusses the history of monuments and how its typology has evolved with technology 
and shifting social ideologies. It explains what a monument means in a contemporary context 
in order to explore the idea of creating a shadow monument through public participation.

Monuments
Chapter
1
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Monuments, History and Memory

A monument is defined as “a statue, building or other structure erected to commemorate 
a notable person or event”1. It is a memory device which provokes memories of a person or 
event of the past. It is architectural evidence for history that architectural historian Sir Nikolaus 
Pevsner considered embodied the spirit of an age.2 As social ideologies constantly change, so 
does the typology of monuments, reflecting society’s culture and identity at the time of their 
creation. The medium and method of commemoration constantly change and are influenced 
by new technologies. 

When analysing a monument, it is important to consider who it was created for, who created 
it, and why it was created. Traditionally, monuments were created or commissioned by the 
government and erected in public spaces to maximise prominence and visibility, and to remind 
citizens of the greatness of the entity it was commemorating. Monuments were widely used as 
architectures of power and for personal or political advantage. 

The Brandenburg Gate in Berlin is an example of a monument used to inspire patriotic sentiment 
for political gain. Prominently situated at the intersection of Unter den Linden and Ebertstraße to 
the west of Pariser Platz, the gate is a monumental landmark en route to the Berlin Palace. The 
18th Century neo-classical monument was commissioned by Prussian king Frederick William II as 
a symbol of Prussian-Dutch peace after the Batavian Revolution3  but played different political 
roles throughout history. After Napoleon defeated Prussia in the Battle of Jena-Auerstedt, he 
held a triumphal procession through the gate as an act of victory over Germany. It was used 
again as a symbol of power by the Nazis who celebrated Hitler’s seizure of power in 1933 with 
a torchlight parade through the gate4 and held another major military procession through it on 
Hitler’s 50th birthday.5

These examples illustrate the use of the Brandenburg Gate as a symbol of dominance or display 
of military power. The meaning of a monument and what it represents may constantly evolve 
over time, e.g. following a change in political power, and a monument may bear layered 
interpretations and histories.

1 Oxford Dictionaries, <http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/monument>, (accessed 12 February 
2019).
2  Nikolaus Pevsner, An Outline of European Architecture, London, Allen Lane, 1963.
3  Rolf Brockschmidt, Der Tagesspiegel, ‘The Brandenburg Gate and Its Secret’, 2014, <https://www.tagesspiegel.
de/kultur/friedens-statt-triumph-symbol-das-brandenburger-tor-und-sein-geheimnis/10858278.html>, (accessed 12 
February 2019).
4  Birge Amondson, Tripsavvy, ‘The Brandenburg Gate’, 2019, <https://www.tripsavvy.com/brandenburg-gate-1520180>, 
(accessed 17 February 2019).
5 Associated Press, ‘Hitler’s 50th Birthday Parade – Berlin’, <http://www.aparchive.com/metadata/youtube/
f2d80e3c37864bf1a77da09c3abd4302>, (accessed 17 February 2019).
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Figure 1 - The Brandenburg Gate as Napoleon Enters Berlin, painted by Charles Meynier in 1810.

Figure 2 - Hitler’s 50th Birthday Parade at the Brandenburg Gate.
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6  Birge Amondson, Tripsavvy, ‘The Brandenburg Gate’, 2019, <https://www.tripsavvy.com/brandenburg-gate-1520180>, 
(accessed 17 February 2019).

These examples illustrate the use of the Brandenburg Gate as a symbol of dominance or display 
of military power. The meaning of a monument and what it represents may constantly evolve 
over time, e.g. following a change in political power, and a monument may bear layered 
interpretations and histories.

This multi-layered nature of a monument is further complicated by shifting cultural norms. While 
the Brandenburg Gate inspired the Prussian public or Nazi Germany at the relevant time, it 
is unlikely to have the same impact on people today, who are likely to remember the Nazi 
appropriation of the Brandenburg Gate as a dark period of German history.

Additionally, monuments gain new meaning as new events unfold around it. The Brandenburg 
Gate was a border crossing between East and West Berlin and became a symbol of division 
when it was closed during the Cold War in 1961.6 With the fall of the Berlin Wall, the reopening 
of the gate and the multiple celebrations that took place there, the Brandenburg Gate was 
given new meaning as a symbol of reunification. 

In addition, the memories and feelings a monument may evoke differs among individuals due 
to personal experiences, biases, etc. To someone whose family was affected by the Berlin Wall, 
this more recent memory of reunification may eclipse emotions of injustice triggered by the 
memory of Nazi appropriation. 

The exploitative opportunity monuments present for their creators and their subjective nature 
from the perspective of their audience therefore make monuments unreliable representations 
of the events or persons they commemorate. The collective memory and true representation 
of a monument may be distorted.
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Technology and Monuments: The Rise of the Temporary Monument

Technological progress in the late 19th Century changed how monuments were viewed. 
The introduction of electricity transformed the urban landscape. In 1908, New York’s Singer 
Building (then the tallest in the world) was illuminated with powerful spotlights.7 Soon, other 
corporations lit up their skyscrapers, capitalising on these buildings’ prominence for commercial 
advertisement. With less than 1% of U.S. households having electricity in 1888, this must have 
been awe-inspiring to the public. Governments also began illuminating cultural symbols. Seeing 
grand monuments lit up in full splendour evoked patriotic sentiment and reinforced political 
power.

The Nazi Cathedral of Light is an example of how illumination was used to this effect. Nazi 
architect Albert Speer was commissioned to design the Nuremberg Parade Grounds for the 
party’s annual celebrations. The main light display comprised of 130 searchlights projecting 
skywards and formed the backdrop to the numerous flags and vast Nazi party assembled on 
the parade grounds. The scale of the assembly and effect of the lights was dramatic, which 
Speer likened to “a vast room, with the beams serving as mighty pillars of infinitely light outer 
walls”.8 It was referred to as “the single most dramatic moment of the Nazi Party rallies” by 
Kathleen James-Chakraborty.9 These annual assemblies were documented and disseminated 
to the public and was most famously depicted in the Nazi Propoganda film Festliches Nurnberg 
released in 1937.10 The use of illumination and monumentalism by the Nazi party was highly 
effective at garnering patriotism. Indeed, American journalist William Shirer attributed Hitler’s 
success to its ability to restore “pageantry and color and mysticism to the drab lives of 20th 
century Germans.”11

Advancements in technology have also caused a gradual shift in the creator of a monuments, 
from someone of social authority to the collective public, giving rise to the phenomenon 
of temporary monuments, i.e. still platforms for commemoration albeit without the same 
permanence as traditional monuments. These temporary monuments may take the form 
of physical or digital shrines, or actions such as protests or performances. Technology such 
as broadcasting networks and social media have allowed for the rapid organisation and 
execution of public demonstrations. Following the 2015 Charlie Hebdo shootings in Paris, multiple 
demonstrations were held, some as early as the evening of the first shooting. In addition, shrines 
were erected throughout France. In this example, technology aided communications and the 
spread of news, leading to the gathering of public sentiment and creation of these temporary 
monuments.

7 Daniel Canogar, ‘Illuminating Public Space – Light Shows in Contemporary Art’, 2004, Public Art Review Spring Summer 
04, p. 8
8 Rare Historical Photos, ‘The Cathedral of Light of the Nazi Rallies 1937’, 2013, <https://rarehistoricalphotos.com/nazi-
rally-cathedral-light-c-1937/>, (accessed 18 February 2019).
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
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Figure 3 - Nazi Cathedral of Light at the Nuremberg Parade Grounds

Figure 4 - Shrine at Charlie Hebdo Office in Paris
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Although temporary monuments might occur anywhere in the urban environment, they 
typically appear around sites of conflict like the Charlie Hebdo Office (Figure 4), existing 
monuments such as Place de la Republique (Figure 5), or public squares like Place Garibaldi 
in Nice (Figure 6). They arise from the human need to grieve and express emotion following a 
traumatic event, with sites of conflict triggering the strongest memories and emotions. Such 
shrines transform an otherwise ordinary office block into an emotionally charged temporary 
monument. Figures 5 and 6 show monuments away from the original site of conflict. In these 
cases, the public had appropriated existing monuments and public squares to establish their 
temporary memorials. These sites were possibly chosen because of their prominence and public 
esteem as national icons, but in these scenarios, the monument’s original symbolism had been 
subverted. Their significance was temporarily redefined and in that moment, truly represented 
society’s collective attitudes. This and the autonomous nature of their creation arguably makes 
temporary monuments greater commemorative tools than traditional monuments. 

Apart from temporary monuments, technology has also given rise to anti-monuments, defined 
by artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer as “an action, a performance, which clearly rejects the notion 
of a monument developed from an elitist point of view as an emblem of power.”12 Although 
temporary monuments might subvert an existing monument’s original symbolisms, it does so 
unintentionally, separating it from anti-monuments that involve an explicit and intentional 
reversion of the hierarchical nature of the traditional monument.13 These anti-monuments often 
take the form of public artworks that appropriate spaces and monuments with already strongly 
defined meaning. Made possible by technology, artists are able to bring to life their intentions 
through participative public art, appropriating the existing monument and creating temporary 
dominated spaces that exist simultaneously with the existing space. Although the artwork’s 
original intent might not have been conceived by the public, the requirement for audience 
participation makes them co-creators, sharing the same autonomous and collaborative 
process as temporary monuments.

In creating such interactive pieces, it is crucial for artists to consider the role of the audience in 
the artwork and how they might enable public participation. They need to define:

1. Who is allowed to participate - Is participation only allowed for certain 
individuals? How many individuals can participate simultaneously?

2. When they participate – Is participation only required at a certain point in the 
performance of the piece?

3. How they participate – Do they interact with it physically, digitally, audibly and 
to what extent?

4. Type of participation – Are they active subjects that engage the artwork or 
passive spectators who become appropriated objects in the artwork?

12 Alex Adriaansens and Joke Brouwer, ‘Alien Relationships with Public Space’, 2002, TransUrbanisms, p. 138.
13 Quentin Stevens, Karen Franck and Ruth Fazakerley, ‘Counter-Monuments: The Anti-Monumental and the Dialogic’, 
2012, The Journal of Architecture, 17:6, p. 951.
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Figure 6 - Shrine at Place Garibaldi in Nice, France

Figure 5 - Demonstration at Place de la Republique in Paris
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Figure 7 - Lights in the City by Alfredo Jaar

Figure 8 - The Tijuana Projection by Krzysztof Wodiczko
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In Lights in the City (Figure 7), Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar appropriated the Copula of the 
Marche Bonsecours in Montreal by placing a red light atop its dome that illuminated the city 
when a button located in a homeless shelter is pressed. Being a prominent landmark across the 
city, the red light served as a reminder of the city’s homeless situation and carried the artist’s 
and homeless’ intent of subverting its existing meaning. In this example, the homeless were 
active participants in the co-creation process, working with Jaar in conceiving the artwork 
and later in physically interacting with it through pushing the button. The rest of the public, and 
political and organisational representatives of Montreal who viewed the red light can be seen 
as passive spectators and objects appropriated by the work.14

Krzysztof Wodiczko’s Tijuana Projection (Figure 8) sought to bring attention to physical and 
sexual abuse, family disintegration and alcoholism faced by women in Tijuana.15 Participants 
were equipped with a headset and microphone that transmitted a live recording of their face 
and voice. The video was projected onto the 60-foot façade of the Omnimax Theatre at the 
Centro Cultural Tijuana and the audio played from loudspeakers to audiences in the public 
plaza. Similar to Lights in the City, Wodiczko’s limited active participation to a specific group 
of people and made the rest of the public passive spectators. Wodiczko saw the need for 
these women to share their testimonies and allowed them to do so with the use of audio-video 
technology.

These examples show how new technology has allowed artists to commandeer existing 
public spaces/monuments and give it new meaning. The use of physical, audio and visual 
technologies as avenues of interaction within set parameters defined the roles of the audience 
as either active participants or passive spectators. Against this understanding of participatory 
roles and platforms of engagement, chapter two discusses the role of shadows in art and the 
challenges one might encounter when designing interactive shadow art in public spaces.

14 Erling Björgvinsson and Anders Høg Hansen, ‘Mediating memory- Strategies of interaction in Public Art and Memorials’, 
2011, Journal of Arts and Communities, Vol 3 No. 1, p. 3.
15 Medien Kunst Netz, ‘Krzysztof Wodiczko The Tijuana Projection’, <http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/the-tijuana-
projection/>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
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Shadows have been used to dramatise and enhance art throughout history. Defined as “a dark 
area or shape produced by a body coming between rays of light and a surface”16, one must 
consider the type of light source and surface when creating shadows. The following sections 
examine how different forms of art employ various light sources and surfaces to generate 
specific shadows to produce a desired effect.

Shadows
Chapter
2

16 Oxford Dictionaries, <http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/shadow>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
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Shadows and Art

Cave paintings are one of the earliest forms of art with the oldest known paintings found in 
Sulawesi Indonesia dating 40,000 years old.17 Artists of cave paintings illuminated caves with 
stone lamps fuelled by animal fat (Figure 9). Such lamps produce yellow flickering circles of 
light on cave walls measuring about 10 feet in diameter and were crucial to the creation of 
cave art.18

The small circle of yellow light delineates the size of the artwork, limiting the number of subjects 
in each painting. Equally important to the creation and staging of cave art is the presence 
of darkness because of how it functions as a paleolithic “frame”, setting the stage for which 
audiences view the artwork.

In his book The Oldest Enigma of Humanity, Bertrand David hypothesised that shadows were 
used in the creation process of cave art. David theorised that early cave art depictions of 
animals were tracings of shadows of cave contours. The flickering firelight against cave contours 
would have generated animated shadows within the cave, which acted as cognitive triggers 
for memory recalls of large animals the artists might have encountered, causing the paintings 
to take on such forms.19

Agreeing with David, Archaeology professor Steven Mithen added that Neanderthals used 
“the shadows thrown up against the cave walls by the firelight, to make their singing and 
dancing more dramatic”.20 The dramatisation of performances and cave art by shadows was 
noted by freelance journalist and editor of Archaelogy magazine Zach Zorich when he visited 
the paintings at Lascaux cave. Under firelight from reconstructed grease lamps, he observed 
that the shadows produced from the movement of the light source, audience members and 
contoured cave surfaces worked together with the painting’s imagery to create the illusion of 
movement within the artwork.21 The seemingly animated paintings dramatise the story-telling 
aspect of the artwork as viewers move from painting to painting within the cave.

Since then, shadows have been used to dramatise and enhance almost all forms of art including 
South-East Asian Shadow Play Theatres, performances, cinematography, photography, 
installations and more recently, new media art. Samuel van Hoogstraten’s 1678 engraving 
Shadow Dance (Figure 11) illustrates how shadows can be used to develop character identities 
in theatre performances. The engraving explores how a light source may be positioned at 
ground level to create enlarged shadows of theatre performers. The shadows of actors take 
on demonic or angelic characteristics and are enlarged depending on their distance from 
the light source. This form of representation and the varying scales of shadows dramatises the 
overall performance and helps each character develop a distinct visual identity, allowing 
audience members to better identify each one.  This configuration of light source and subjects 
has been the inspiration of many artworks including Mistwalker’s Interactive Wall Big Shadow 
discussed in chapter three of this thesis.

17 Maxime Aubert, ‘Pleistocene Cave Art from Sulawesi, Indonesia’, 2014, Nature, Vol 514, p. 223.
18  Zach Zorich, ‘Early Humans Made Animated Art’, 2014, Nautilus, Issue 011, <http://nautil.us/issue/11/light/early-
humans-made-animated-art>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
19 Bertrand David and Jean-Jacques Lefrere, The Oldest Enigma of Humanity: The Key to the Mystery of the Paleolithic 
Cave Paintings, New York, Arcade Publishing, 2014.
20  Steven Mithen, The Singing Neanderthals: The Origins of Music, Language, Mind and Body, London, Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson, 2005.
21 Zach Zorich, ‘Early Humans Made Animated Art’, 2014, Nautilus, Issue 011, <http://nautil.us/issue/11/light/early-
humans-made-animated-art>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
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Figure 9 - Oil lamp found in Lascaux cave in France dating to 17,000 BP.

Figure 10 - Five stag heads in the Lascaux cave might represent a single stag in different stages of motion.
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Figure 11 - Shadow Dance by Samuel van Hoogstraten, 1678

Figure 12 - Still from film M by Fritz Lang
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Shadows have also been used in cinematography as a visual tool to enhance the overall 
film. Fritz Lang’s inventive use of shadows in his 1931 film, M, served to dramatise scenes in the 
movie. Preceding Hollywood’s film noir era of the 1940s and 50s, Lang’s use of shadows in M 
can be seen as original and radical. The crisp and exaggerated shadows cast by characters 
throughout the film created contrasting light and dark areas on screen, giving the movie its 
distinct visual palette. Similar to Hoogstraten’s Shadow Dance, M associates shadows with its 
characters, with the movement of shadows in and out of frame announcing the arrival of 
various characters. Lang’s most significant use of shadows as a form of character representation 
was in the film’s main villain who appeared on screen as a shadow throughout most of the 
movie. By concealing the villain’s identity, Lang gave the character a certain anonymity, in 
turn giving the villain a mysterious and foreboding presence.  Further, the villain’s distinct visual 
identity created a sense of unease every time a shadow stepped into frame or into another 
character’s screen space. Figure 12, a still from the film, depicts the villain’s shadow creeping 
up on a girl, foreshadowing the murder of his next victim. With the murderer’s wanted poster as 
a surface onto which the shadow is cast, this image aptly illustrates how Lang used shadows to 
dramatic effect in his film.

As discussed in the previous chapter, advancements in technology have made it possible 
for artists to work with various digital media to create temporary commemorations in existing 
monumental spaces. Wodiczko’s Guests (Figure 13) is an example of new media art that uses 
video recording and projection to create shadows in the installation. Guests is a projection 
artwork comprising a series of pre-recorded silhouettes moving behind frosted windows. The 
artwork’s protagonists are immigrants in Poland and Italy that Wodiczko worked with to create 
the projections which show them interacting and sharing their stories from beyond these virtual 
windows.22 These digital thresholds suggest another space beyond the physical walls they are 
projected onto and a light source against which the characters form shadows. The milky windows 
further distort the shadows, blurring them beyond recognition, giving characters anonymity 
and confidence to perform or share their experience being immigrants in a foreign country. 
The audience’s inability to recognise each shadow’s identity removes the individualisation of 
characters and instead turns them into figural representations of the migrant community in the 
minds of the audience. Guests has been exhibited in multiple venues since its debut at the 
2009 Venice Biennale, including Northlight Mill in Brierfield, Lancashire in 2017. The Northlight 
Mill’s history of migrant workers and the role it plays as a hub for Brierfield’s migrant communities 
makes it a significant venue for Wodiczko’s artwork. Building on the history of the site, the artwork 
can be seen as a temporary monument commemorating immigrants and making them more 
visible to the local community at a time when immigration is a complex and sensitive topic.

22 Liverpool Biennial, ‘Speaking Without Fear: Krzysztof Wodiczko at Brierfield Mill’, 2017, <https://www.biennial.com/
blog/2017/06/07/speaking-without-fear-krzysztof-wodiczko-at-brierfield-mill>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
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Figure 13 - Guests by Krzysztof Wodiczko exhibited at Northlight Mill, Brierfield, Lancashire, 2017

From cave paintings to new media art, this thesis has shown how artists have made conscious 
decisions regarding the type and positioning of light sources and surface qualities to create 
the desired shadows. Shadows have been employed for dramatic effect, to create illusions 
of movement and to conceal a person’s identity. Lang’s portrayal of the villain as a shadow 
somewhat hides his identity but still leaves clues for audiences like the shadow’s facial silhouette 
and hat. Wodiczko on the other hand, ensures complete anonymity of his subjects by blurring 
their shadows, making it impossible for audiences to determine their identities. The use of 
shadows to give subjects anonymity is of particular interest when participant privacy is involved 
and will be elaborated on in later sections of this thesis. With an overview of how shadows 
are used in art, the following section discusses the physical challenges of creating controlled 
shadows in public artworks and issues pertaining to audience participation.
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Challenges When Designing With Public Shadows

In the main design proposal’s attempt to create a temporary monument through the 
manipulation of participants’ shadows, it is important to consider any challenges associated 
with public participatory shadow production. These challenges fall into two categories: physical 
challenges associated with the creation of shadows and participant-related challenges.

Depending on the site’s weather conditions and existing light sources, the design might require 
a different day and night strategy. It might make use of sunlight in the day but block out external 
light sources at night and rely on its own light setup to generate shadows. In conclusion, the 
appropriate lighting strategy is dictated by existing site conditions and type of shadows the 
artist wishes to create. This will be further discussed in chapter three through several case studies.

1. How does the artwork deal with sunlight to create highly-controlled shadows in 
the day? Enclosing the artwork in a light-tight envelope and using artificial light sources 
would solve this problem. However, this may prevent the artwork from actively engaging 
its site and the public. Sunlight behaves like a directional light with its rays travelling 
parallel and infinitely in a specific direction, producing clearly defined shadows on 
a clear day.23 This presents an opportunity for the artwork to harness this natural light 
source and remain open and engaging to the public. A series of canopies and mirrors 
can control the amount and direction of sunlight incident on the site and help create 
the artwork’s desired shadows. On a cloudy day however, the sun’s rays are scattered, 
giving it a diffused quality resulting in weaker shadows. In such a scenario, it might be 
pertinent to consider the use of artificial light sources as a backup.

2. How does the artwork deal with external light sources around the site at night 
to create the necessary shadows? Most public spaces are equipped with artificial 
lights that might interfere with the artwork’s shadow production. It is important that 
the design considers these sources and deals with them in an appropriate manner. 
If the light sources come from spotlights, floodlights, LEDs or other directional sources, 
they can be manipulated in a similar manner to sunlight. However, if the external light 
interference comes from incandescent, fluorescent or other diffused sources, they 
would need to be blocked or at the very least, outshined by a more powerful light 
source. Therefore, it is crucial that all significant light sources are identified and their 
brightness measured to determine if they affect the artwork’s creation of shadows.

Physical Challenges

23 The Foundry, ‘Directional Light’, <https://learn.foundry.com/modo/902/content/help/pages/shading_lighting/lights/
directional_light.html>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
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1. Number of participants – are there minimum and maximum limits to the 
number of participants the artwork accommodates? With public artworks, it is difficult 
to control the number of participants engaging with it given the nature of public 
spaces. It is possible however to put physical or digital limitations on the number of 
active participants an artwork can simultaneously engage. For example, reducing 
the number and size of platforms of interaction physically restricts the number of 
participants. Digital limitations can be programmed into an artwork’s software so it 
only engages with a maximum number of participants. When this number is met, the 
program might either disregard new entrants, replace the oldest participant with the 
newest one, or assume a different program altogether. 

2. Type of engagement – are participants consciously aware that they are 
participating in the artwork and can it benefit from unconscious participation? With 
most public-interactive works, the forms of interaction demanded by the work means 
that participants are aware of their participation. However, using methods similar to 
web cookies and surveillance technologies, it is possible for artworks to gather and 
respond to data from unknowing participants, making them unconscious co-creators 
of the artwork. Although an intriguing concept, unconscious participation might raise 
consent and privacy concerns.

3. Privacy concerns - the public may have concerns regarding the artwork’s 
recording and use of participant data, in this case, shadows. Physically engaging 
with the artwork and having one’s shadow displayed in a public setting is inherently 
exhibitionistic. Whether the participant moves to cast a shadow or performs a sequence 
of movements to elicit a response from the work, participants are called to take on 
active roles and “perform” in a public setting. Although absent of facial features, a 
person’s shadow is still somewhat recognisable, causing one to lose their sense of 
privacy and anonymity. This is particularly important given society’s current attitudes 
towards data gathering resulting from scandals such as the Facebook Cambridge 
Analytica revelations.24 In response to the 2018 scandal, the EU proposed the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) reform that took effect on 25 May 2018.25 Its rules 
regarding consent and transparency (Figure 14) are particularly relevant to public-
participatory artworks that involve the recording of participants’ shadows. These rules 
highlight the need for artworks to make explicit their recording of data/shadows and 
purpose of doing so. In addition, virtual interfaces allowing remote digital interaction 
and post-production techniques that render shadows unrecognisable can help ensure 
anonymity and encourage participation amongst more reserved individuals.

Participant-related Challenges

As with any interactive installation, the second set of challenges pertain to audience 
involvement, some of which were already discussed in the previous chapter:

24 Zoe Kleinman, BBC, ‘Cambridge Analytica: The Story So Far’, 2018, <https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
technology-43465968>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
25 European Commission, ‘A New Era for Data Protection in the EU: What Changes after May 2018’, <https://ec.europa.
eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/data-protection-factsheet-changes_en.pdf>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
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Figure 14 - European Union 2018 GDPR Reforms

The physical and participant-related challenges discussed above form a framework to 
which the design of temporary monuments or public artworks should respond. Chapter three 
examines three case studies, to understand how artists have tackled these issues to create 
artworks involving shadows in public spaces.
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This chapter focuses on how Mistwalker and Microsoft’s Interactive Wall Big Shadow, Stichting 
Vluchteling’s Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible, and Lozano-Hemmer’s Under Scan tackle 
the challenges relating to interactive shadow art discussed in chapter two, to understand 
the various techniques my design proposal could employ in creating a temporary shadow 
monument.

Case Studies
Chapter
3
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Interactive Wall Big Shadow

Interactive Wall Big Shadow was an interactive “Out Of Home” advertising created in 2007 
by Japanese video game development studio Mistwalker to promote the launch of their new 
game Blue Dragon with Microsoft Xbox. The interactive artwork that ran over three days used a 
video camera to capture the silhouettes of participants and projected them onto the 40m high 
facade of the Shibuya Prime building. Although technically silhouettes and not conventional 
shadows, they still gave the effect of shadow-play with each participant’s silhouette 
manipulated through a specially-developed C++ program, which spatialised the silhoettes in 
order to make them behave like a real shadow. The program allowed participants to trigger 
events like the morphing of their “shadows” into shapes of dragons, phoenixes or minotaurs, 
by raising their arms over their heads. The installation could also be engaged remotely via 
the artwork’s website where a generic shadow representing an additional participant could 
be added to the live projection and controlled with keyboard commands.26 The resulting 
projection was then relayed via webcam to the website for viewing by the online public. Still 
images from the webcam were captured every minute and archived on the website in the 
form of a time axis, allowing participants to relive their experience online.27

Interactive Wall Big Shadow dealt with the obstacles discussed in the previous chapter in a 
number of ways. Only operational from 5pm onwards over three days in December in Tokyo, 
the artwork circumvented complications from sunlight. Although flooded with numerous light 
sources in Shibuya, a bright back-lit wall (Fig 15.) allowed the participants’ silhouettes to be 
read by the software. The resulting projection was powered by “four powerful projectors” that 
overpowered the surrounding LCD screens, street lamps and building lights.28 These projectors 
were so powerful that the work was visible from more than 110m away along the main road 
Bunkamura-dori (Figure 16). Being situated among lower buildings made the installation 
prominent in Tokyo’s youth district, ensuring it reached the game’s target audience.

The complexity of the 2007 installation involving motion-tracking and gesture-reading 
technologies may have meant that the software was unable to handle large numbers of 
simultaneous participants. This was addressed by limiting the number of concurrent participants, 
having a team cordon off the interaction area and making audiences queue to participate 
(Figure 17). With only four or five active participants, those in the queue and other public 
onlookers were made passive spectators of this public artwork. This system of participation is 
beneficial to the work given the specific movements demanded of participants. The queue 
system allowed officials to instruct participants on how to interact with the various technologies 
and promote the game.

26 Mistwalker Corporation, ‘Interactive Wall Big Shadow’, 2007, <http://bigshadow.jp/judge/>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
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Figure 16 - Interactive Wall Big Shadow seen from Bunkamura-dori

Figure 15 - Backlit backdrop creating clear silhouettes
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Figure 18 - Web interface showing its gallery of images (top left), online remote participation platform (bottom left), 
archived images of participants’ shadows (top right), and timeline of archived images (bottom right)

Figure 17 - Officials restricting access to installation
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With their shadows magnified on the large façade, participants are in a way publicly 
performing and exhibiting themselves in Shibuya. Additionally, still images of their shadows 
captured by the webcam are stored by companies, with some exhibited on the campaign’s 
website. The only users retaining visual anonymity are those participating via the campaign’s 
web interface in Figure 18. Interactive Wall Big Shadow took place in 2007, and the recording 
and exhibition of a person’s recognisable shadow on a public-accessible web platform may 
well draw a different reaction today. Issues with personal privacy may be addressed through 
shadow manipulation that allows participants to remain anonymous, similar to how temporary 
anonymity was achieved when their shadows morphed into dragons.

Interactive Wall Big Shadow gave participants the experience of shadow-play with artificial 
shadows generated from their silhouettes. It also successfully dealt with the physical challenges 
associated with the creation of “shadow” projections in the busy Shibuya district. As part of an 
ad campaign from big corporates Mistwalker and Microsoft, the work had a commercial feel to 
it with a very formal structure and process, differentiating it from the more “public” nature of the 
art discussed in the next two case studies. Despite its limited immediate physical accessibility, 
the queue system and online portal allowed anyone to participate, and the queue system 
created an informal platform for participants to give implied consent to their images being 
projected. Further, the use of shadow manipulation (i.e. in transforming participant’s shadows 
into game characters) demonstrates a method of anonymisation, which can be developed 
and integrated into the creation process of the design proposal’s shadow monument to 
address privacy concerns.

While not explicitly commemorative and therefore not a “monument” in the typical way, the 
piece generated public interest and awe-struck reactions from onlookers (Figure 19), similar 
to monuments such as the Nazi Cathedral of Light. Maybe it was the scale of the work or 
the inherently cheerful nature of shadow-play that evoked these reactions, either way, the 
artwork’s handling of its site, approach to anonymity and the public’s response make it a useful 
case study.
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Figure 19 - Public audience captivated by shadow-play
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Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible

This public artwork created by Stichting Vluchteling (The Dutch Refugee Foundation) was made 
for World Refugee Day on June 20, 2013. Using less technology than the other case studies, 
this artwork suggested the invisible presence of refugees through the painting of shadows at 
various locations throughout Amsterdam.29 Similar to how Jaar’s Lights in the City (as discussed 
in chapter one) made visible Montreal’s homeless, Stichting Vluchteling’s artwork intended 
for passersby to reflect on the current global refugee situation. The artwork’s consideration of 
participants is also similar to that of Jaar’s where a certain level of anonymity was given to the 
work’s protagonists through the representation of them as shadows. By representing them in 
such manner, the artwork strips them of individual identities, causing observers to recognise 
them as a collective group deserving to be seen and desperate for help. The artwork existed 
for the duration of the campaign and functioned as a temporary monument, transforming 
ordinary public spaces around Amsterdam into memorials of the refugee situation.

Designed to function in the day, Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible relied on natural sunlight 
to cast shadows of commuters onto painted shadows of refugees, making them part of the 
scene and fulfilling the artwork’s intentions. With realism and accuracy of shadows vital to 
the artwork’s success, the artist team’s consideration of surfaces is remarkable. The different 
street surfaces would have each required its own unique paint mix to produce realistically 
coloured shadows and stencils to account for surface unevenness like the bevels seen in 
Figure 20. However, without the use of sunlight-directing mirrors or secondary light sources to 
ensure controlled shadow creation, the light-specific paintings only have narrow windows of 
opportunity to truly work. In Figure 21, with what appears to be sunlight at the right angle, the 
man’s shadow is cast perfectly onto the wall, spatialising his shadow with that of the artwork. 
However, in Figure 20 we see how sunlight at the wrong time of day casts the couple’s shadows 
onto the ground instead of the wall as intended. Although observers might still understand the 
message behind the piece, it could have been more impactful had the design incorporated 
technology that ensured precise shadow production throughout the day.

As discussed in chapter one, an interactive artwork must consider the role of the audience 
and how they engage with it. In the documentary, Olafur Eliasson: Space is Process (2009) 
Eliasson questions participatory roles in interactive works: “The spectator’s involvement here 
becomes part of the objecthood of the project”30. This suggests that audience members are 
seen as passive participants who become appropriated by the artwork and transformed into 
objects. This is also explained by Erling Bjorgvinsson and Anders Hog Hansen, who described 
passive participants as “additional probes placed on the stage constructed by the artist”.31 This 
model of audience participation is true in Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible where audiences 
(typically unknowingly) walk into the scene and cast their shadows alongside those of the 
invisible refugees, transforming into passive objects of the artwork.

29 Marc van Gurp, Osocio, ‘Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible’, 2013, <https://osocio.org/message/shadow-art-
makes-refugees-visible/>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
30 Olafur Eliasson: Space is Process, dir. Jacob Jørgensen and Henrik Lundø, Denmark, 2009, [DVD].
31 Erling Björgvinsson and Anders Høg Hansen, ‘Mediating memory- Strategies of interaction in Public Art and Memorials’, 
2011, Journal of Arts and Communities, Vol 3 No. 1, p. 3.
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Figure 20 - Shadow of couple falling on floor instead of wall

Figure 21 - Shadow of man lining up perfectly with refugees
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32 Erling Björgvinsson and Anders Høg Hansen, ‘Mediating memory- Strategies of interaction in Public Art and Memorials’, 
2011, Journal of Arts and Communities, Vol 3 No. 1, p. 3.

Although the pieces do not physically restrict the number of participants interacting with them, 
their scale suggests the artworks are best experienced with one or two people in the scene. 
Designed to be experienced at a smaller scale, the 1:1 size of shadows and their seemingly 
mundane sites create intimate experiences between audiences and the artworks, making it 
feel more like a personal encounter than an exhibitionistic performance akin to Interactive Wall 
Big Shadow. 

As it is crucial that participants recognise their shadow in contrast to those of the refugees, full 
anonymisation through shadow distortion and manipulation of both the participants and the 
refugees will not serve the purpose of the artwork. That being said, the artwork’s use of realistic 
shadows might ultimately work against its original intention of drawing attention to the overall 
refugee crisis. This happened with Jaar’s Lights in the City, where media outlets became more 
focused on depicting the homeless as individuals rather than a collective, making some of 
them temporary stars in a media spectacle.32 Similarly, such realistic depictions of shadows 
run the risk of drawing attention to particular individuals without any benefit to the larger 
refugee community. Further anonymisation of refugee identities through manipulated shadow 
representations can help reduce this risk without compromising on the artwork’s message. 
Instead of appropriating mundane sites with realistic shadows, abstracted shadows of refugees 
can be situated within conceptually charged spaces bearing historical ties to refugee-related 
themes, similar to how Wodiczko’s Guests used the blurred shadows of immigrants at the 
Northlight Mill as discussed in chapter two. Drawing links between the anonymised shadows 
and ideology-saturated sites, the public still understands the message without the danger of 
losing focus of the artwork’s original intentions. 

Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible was chosen as a case study because of its use of daylight 
and appropriation of participants into the artwork. In doing so, it creates intimate experiences 
and memories for participants, behaving like a fleeting monument dedicated to the plight 
of refugees. The artwork appropriated seemingly ordinary sites across Amsterdam, bringing 
with them Stichting Vluchteling’s intentions of raising public awareness on the global refugee 
crisis. Although the mundane sites and realistic shadow portrayals create intimate experiences 
for participants, a different strategy could have been employed using anonymised shadow 
representations within conceptually charged sites. Such an approach might have helped to 
enhance the work without the risk of society meandering from the artwork’s original intentions.
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Under Scan

Under Scan is an interactive video installation and part of  Lozano-Hemmer’s Relational 
Architecture series, which he considers to be “anti-monuments for public dissimulation”33.  
Defined as “the technological actualisation of buildings and the urban environment with alien 
memory”, relational architecture aims to use audio-visual elements to transform public spaces 
with embedded narratives, defamiliarising and recontextualising it in the minds of the public.34 
Commissioned in 2005 by the East Midlands Development Agency, Under Scan tracks the 
movements of passersby in a brightly-lit square before projecting a video-portrait within their 
shadow. The portraits of recorded volunteers from all over England “wake-up” in participants’ 
shadows, appearing to interact with them for as long as the shadow covers them and 
disappearing soon after participants leave. The system resets every seven minutes, projecting 
its tracking matrices over the square, revealing the artwork’s complex surveillance system.

Commissioned to be exhibited at various locations across England, the nomadic public 
installation was designed with the technical capability to create shadows and projections at 
night regardless of the sites’ surrounding light sources. Equipped with the world’s most powerful 
projector, the Pani 12kW projector emits 110,000 ANSI lumens and overpowers existing light 
sources across its various sites (Figure 22). This dominant stationary light source ensures that each 
participant only produces one shadow, enabling the tracking system and software to predict 
the exact positioning of shadows to relay to the 14 other video projectors.35 Being weaker than 
the main projector illuminating the square, the video-portraits rely on the participants’ shadows 
as “surfaces” onto which the projection occurs.

Scaled and situated in public squares, the installation is big enough to accommodate a large 
number of participants. Documentation of the work does not specify the maximum number of 
people its sites or software can manage simultaneously and the absence of a queue suggests 
the artwork’s ability to operate with any number of participants. Perhaps it was designed to 
handle more than the estimated number of participants or programmed to disregard new 
entrants once it reached its maximum quota. The apparent lack of a cap allowed the work to 
be easily accessible by the public. 

Exhibited in public places like Trafalgar Square, the artwork behaved like an “alien” insertion into 
a space already saturated with strongly defined meaning. Its technology and futuristic aesthetic 
distinguishes it from the traditional architectures and monuments surrounding it, arousing the 
public’s curiosity and encouraging inquisition (Figure 24). The installation broke down existing 
notions of Trafalgar Square’s intended use and any previous associated patterns of behaviour, 
introducing participants to new ways of relating to the space. It is perhaps the peculiarity of the 
installation and its relationship with its surroundings that encouraged audiences to engage with 
it. As the size of shadows were not amplified, participants experienced the projections at a 1:1 
scale, making their encounters more personal and intimate. Although people were observed 
gathering together to form larger shadows and summoning groups of portraits, the size of the 
projections still remained at a human scale.

33 Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Subsculptures, Geneva, Galerie Guy Bärtschi, 2005, p. 15.
34 Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, ‘Relational Architecture’, 1998, <http://www.nettime.org/Lists-Archives/nettime-l-9801/
msg00056.html>, (accessed 13 April 2019).
35 Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, ‘Under Scan’, 2005, <http://www.lozano-hemmer.com/under_scan.php>, (accessed 13 
April 2019).
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Figure 22 - Pani 12kW projector installed in Northampton

Figure 23 - A group of people in Lincoln forming larger 
shadows to accommodate the projection
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Figure 24 - Under Scan as an “alien” insertion amongst Trafalgar Square’s tradtional architectures and monuments
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Under Scan is an excellent example of how public art might be designed to foster collaborative 
interaction between participants and the installation in a manner that “creates fractures in the 
sphere of reality by changing and challenging everyday perceptions of space and time”.36 It 
generates a sense of “being in a specific space but also of being in a common world, bringing 
into consciousness that even though individuals have diverse parallel realities, they live in a 
community.”37 It provides clues as to how such collaborative relationships can be developed 
in order to create a shadow monument truly representational of the public collective. 

Similar to Interactive Wall Big Shadow, archives of participants’ shadows captured during 
Under Scan’s tour of England are retained and made publicly available through physical 
publications, online photographs and videos. The revelation of the tracking matrix every seven 
minutes makes participants conscious of the system’s tracking capabilities and raises public 
awareness of the proliferation of surveillance systems in the urban environment, stimulating 
“meditations and interventions from the user that could potentially transcend the specific 
contexts of the artwork.”38 Under Scan allows participants to experience first-hand surveillance 
technology’s ability to store, study and distribute personal information. If anything, this 
demonstrates the invasiveness and exploitative potential of such technologies, making the 
need for anonymisation even more necessary.

The three case studies examined suggest possible answers to the challenges faced when 
designing a public-participatory shadow monument. They highlight the need to preserve 
participant privacy through the anonymisation of shadows when operating on such public 
platforms in today’s context. Applying this, chapter four outlines how the main design proposal 
will employ shadows, while maintaining participant anonymity, as a medium of collaborative 
public participation towards the creation of a temporary monument.

36 Claudia Arozqueta, ‘Connecting Realities: Rafael Lozano- Hemmer’s Pulse-based Works’, 2014, CITAR Journal, Vol 6 
No. 2, p. 21.
37 Ibid.
38 Maria Fernandez, ‘Illuminating Embodiment: Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s Relational Architectures’, 2007, 4dsocial, Vol 
77 Issue 4, p. 78.
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This chapter explains the different stages that culminate in the creation of the Athenian Shadow 
Monument. It applies the lessons learnt from the three case studies in chapter three to resolve 
the physical and participant-related challenges faced in designing this public-participatory 
shadow monument.

Athenian Shadow Monument
Chapter
4
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Introduction to Design Proposal

The proposed Athenian Shadow Monument is a transient memorial commemorating the 
ever-changing cultures and ideologies of a society, metaphorically represented through 
participants’ shadows. Unlike a traditional monument that celebrates a person or event, this 
collaboratively-constructed monument comprises digitally-manipulated shadows and exists 
in a constant state of flux, reflecting the shifting nature of its co-creator participants while 
preserving their anonymity. 

The creation of the shadow monument comprises five stages set along the ancient processional 
route of Athens’ City Dionysia and are as follows:

Intended to operate both during the day and at night, this chapter discusses how the Athenian 
Shadow Monument overcomes the challenges associated with the production and projection 
of shadows and how these shadows can be manipulated to preserve participant anonymity 
and address privacy concerns.

1. Shadow Recording
2. Shadow Erasing
3. Framerate and Opacity Manipulation
4. Slit-scanning
5. Projection of Shadow Monument (shares same site as Stage One)

Figure 25 - Site locations of the five stages of shadow monument creation in Athens
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Figure 26 - Diagram explaining the five stages of shadow monument creation
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Stage One - Shadow Recording

39 George Miller, ‘The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on our Capacity for Processing Information’, 
1956, Psychological Review, 63, p. 81.

Figure 27 - Diagram highlighting Stage One process

Situated along the Panathenaic Way, Stage One comprises seven stations that harness sunlight 
to create and record shadows of participants. This number was chosen based on psychologist 
George Miller’s theory that “the number of objects an average person can hold in working 
memory is about seven”39. Although a minimum of one shadow is needed to create the 
monument, Miller’s theory suggests that seven would allow for a greater variety of shadows 
and make it harder to distinguish between them. Having multiple stations also increases the 
opportunities for audience interaction and makes for a more collaborative and meaningful 
public monument.

To address the challenge of ensuring that Stage One is able to operate throughout the day 
(regardless of the position of the sun), the stations are equipped with solar-tracking screens that 
rotate throughout the day so they are always facing the sun (Figure 28). When the sun’s elevation 
is high during midday, solar-tracking mirrors move to alter the angle of light rays, ensuring that 
they intercept participants and screens at the right angle. During this time, the screen’s hood 
shades it from “natural” sunlight, allowing only the redirected light to hit the screen. In addition, 
at night, floodlights attached to the mirrors turn on, eclipsing other external light sources and 
allow the continued production and recording of shadows. A camera mounted behind the 
screen is activated when participants engage it and begins recording their shadows.
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Figure 28 - Typical Stage One shadow recording station. Solar-tracking mirror and screen move to capture and record 
shadows throughout the day

21st June, 0830H
Sun elevation 26°
Sun Azimuth 80°

21st June, 1330H
Sun elevation 75°
Sun Azimuth 183°

21st June, 1100H
Sun elevation 56°
Sun Azimuth 104°

21st June, 1830H
Sun elevation 25°
Sun Azimuth 281°

Mirror not needed

Mirror not needed

Mirror rotated 183° to 
capture sun’s azimuth

Mirror rotated 104° to 
capture sun’s azimuth

Separately, to address consent and privacy issues, the shadow recording stations are placed 
on platforms that branch off an elevated walkway. This way, audiences have to make the 
deliberate decision to walk to the stations to participate, eliminating the chance of “accidental” 
participation and undesired recordings of personal data. Moreover, recorded shadows are 
only stored temporarily. Each station is programmed to overwrite its previous recording when 
a new one begins, meaning that only the seven most recent shadows are in the system at any 
one time (one for each station). These recordings are then transmitted to Stages Two to Four 
where they are subject to various manipulations that censor the participants’ original shadow 
to retain anonymity.

Furthermore, to comply with the GDPR (discussed in chapter two), information regarding 
the recording, storage, manipulation and projection of participants’ shadows is prominently 
displayed at each stage for participants to read.
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Stage Two - Shadow Erasing

Figure 29 - Diagram highlighting Stage Two process

Stage Two is the first of three stages of the Shadow Monument’s anonymisation process that 
alters participants’ shadows and protect their identities. Here, the shadow recordings undergo 
“erasing” where areas of the original recordings are erased by other participants. 

Located in Ekklisia Agios Georgios Church Square, the proposal takes the form of a public 
playground/exercise area with seven erasing stations that receive the seven shadow recordings 
from Stage One. Figure 30 shows how one of these stations functions. Sensors detect participants 
when they enter the erasing station, triggering the projection of the shadow recording. Tracking 
software determines participants’ movements and erases areas of the shadow they interact 
with, concealing the shadow’s original identity. 

Stage Two addresses the physical challenge of ensuring daylight and external light sources do 
not negatively impact the effectiveness of the installation by filtering such light through a series 
of canopies, screens and mirrors. This creates the environment necessary for the technical 
equipment to successfully project, track and erase shadows in real-time. The proposal’s 
playful architecture and structures like the sunken trampolines seen in Figure 30 promotes 
public inquisition and participation. Also, the real-time erasing of shadows further encourages 
audience engagement as participants experience the immediate result of their interaction 
with the installation. 
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Figure 30 - Stage Two shadow erasing station. Motion-tracking software erases areas of shadow projection that 
participants interact with.

Sunken 
trampoline

Canopy 
controlling light

Cone 
controlling light

Projector with 
camera sensors

Particpant 
shadow erasure
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A 1:1 experiment testing motion-tracking technology was carried out in the Bartlett where 
Participant B’s gestures erased parts of Participant A’s shadow. Figure 32 shows the overall 
experiment with Participant A creating shadows at Stage One that are recorded and projected 
to Participant B in Stage Two who in turn erases them. Figure 33 is a table of screenshots taken 
throughout the experiment showing A’s shadow, B’s gestures and the resulting erased shadow. 
The erased shadow is then transmitted to Stage Three where its opacity and framerate are 
altered.

It is acknowledged that an uncensored version of the participant’s shadow is projected at 
Stage Two before being erased. However, the projection is of a very small scale and appears 
in a relatively closed environment, accessible only by the participant erasing the shadow. 
Additionally, as mentioned, notification plaques displayed at every stage serve as warnings 
regarding the system’s use of participants’ shadows.

Alternatively, mapping technologies can be used to temporarily morph the recorded shadows 
projected at Stage Two into unrecognisable characters. Such technologies have been used 
by Grand Visual’s My Disney Side interactive advertising wall (Figure 31) where participants’ 
silhouettes were mapped to Disney characters.

Figure 31 - Grand Visual’s My Disney Side interactive advertising wall
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Figure 32 - Stage Two Experiment - Participant erasing a shadow recording with gestures

Figure 33 - Experiment screenshots of participants’ shadows, gestures and resulting projection
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Stage Three - Framerate and Opacity Manipulation

Figure 34 - Diagram highlighting Stage Three process

Stage Three takes place at the Theseiou flea market where market stalls are arranged into 
seven clusters that alter the framerates and opacities of the seven erased shadow recordings. 
Figure 37 shows how a typical cluster of three stalls functions throughout the day. The stalls 
are set under a solar-tracking canopy constructed of organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) 
that darken to display the erased shadow recordings as illustrated in Figure 35. The darkened 
OLEDs block sunlight, effectively casting a shadow of the shadow recordings on the ground, 
providing shade for the stalls and their patrons. To ensure that the sun is at the correct angle (a 
problem faced in Shadow Art Makes Refugees Visible) for the canopy to cast the said shadow, 
the canopy and stalls are designed to move throughout the day, ensuring the stalls are always 
under the shadow cast from the shadow recordings (Figure 37). After sunset, the canopy’s 
directional floodlight replaces the sun, allowing the OLEDs to continue casting shadows.

Figure 38 demonstrates how framerates are altered, with each stall assigned a framerate and 
equipped with a camera that counts customers. The software then compares the live numbers 
of all three stalls and sets the recording to play at the framerate of the stall with the most 
customers. Opacity is manipulated by adding the total number of customers across all three 
stalls and using this to determine the darkness of the OLED canopy. The relationship between 
OLED darkness and number of customers is illustrated in Figure 36. This live handling of data 
allows customers to manipulate the shadows in real-time (e.g. by gathering in groups of larger 
or smaller numbers), encouraging collaborative participation.
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Figure 35 - OLED canopy darkens to display shadow recording and provides shade

Figure 36 - Graph showing relationship between OLED darkness and number of customers per stall
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Figure 37 - Solar-tracking market stall clusters and canopy shifts throughout the day

1730H

1330H

0930H
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Figure 38 - Each is assigned a framerate with the stall with the most customers dictating the playback 
speed of the shadow recording

5 humans detected
Opacity 50%
Framerate 50fps

8 humans detected
Opacity 80%
Framerate 30fps

11 humans detected
Opacity 100%
Framerate 10fps
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Figure 39 - Stage Three Experiment - Participant C controlling framerate and opacity of two erased shadow recordings

Prior to Stage Four, the seven manipulated shadows (from each of the seven stalls) are 
superimposed to produce a single live transmission of shadows that continues to change in 
real-time. The seven combined shadows move at varying speeds and fade with changing 
opacities, making it harder to distinguish the original participants’ identities.

An experiment using two shadow recordings was undertaken to test the effectiveness of 
these manipulations at preserving anonymity. Figure 39 shows Participant C’s gestures being 
interpreted by a Kinect and used to control the opacity and framerate of the two shadow 
recordings projected in the background. The experiment found that the manipulation and 
superimposition of just two recordings already affects the recognisability of shadows. Combining 
all seven recordings would make identifying them even harder, protecting the anonymity of 
all original participants. To further distort the shadows and create a continuously changing 
monument, the combined shadow is sent to Stage Four and forms the base video from which 
a slit-scan is taken.
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Stage Four - Slit-scanning

Figure 40 - Diagram highlighting Stage Four process

The slit-scan was chosen as the final stage because of its ability to further distort the shadows 
and produce a continuously updating monument commemorating society’s ever-changing 
attitudes. The slit-scan is a photographic technique used to capture movement and time in a 
scene. Allowing the scan to be participant-controlled produces an image that reflects both the 
scanners’ movements as well as the actions of all participants involved in the first four stages.

A Stage Four experiment was set up alongside the Stage Three experiment (Figure 41), allowing 
another participant (Participant D) to scan the combined manipulated shadows produced by 
Participant C. Figure 42 shows Participant D’s gestures being read by a Kinect which determines 
the column of pixels to be copied into the slit-scan. The resulting scan is displayed in Figure 43. 
At this final stage of the monument’s censoring process, it is impossible to identify the original 
shadows of participants, guaranteeing their anonymity.
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Figure 41 - Stages Three and Four Experiments - Participant C controlling framerate and opacity while Participant D 
controls slit-scanning
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Figure 42 - Stage Four Experiment - Participant controlling slit-scanning of manipulated shadows with hand gestures
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Figure 43 - Stage Four Experiment - Resulting slit-scan
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Figure 44 - Tree-mounted projectors projecting slit-scan within the shadows of trees at 0930H

Figure 45 - Tree-mounted projectors projecting slit-scan within the shadows of trees at 1330H

0930H
Resulting slit-scan

Tree-mounted 
Projectors and sensors

Superimposed manipulated 
shadow recordings

Average point between two 
participants taken for the scan

1330H
Resulting slit-scan

Tree-mounted 
Projectors and sensors

Superimposed manipulated 
shadow recordings

Average point between one 
participant taken for the scan
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Figure 46 - Tree-mounted projectors projecting slit-scan within the shadows of trees at 1730H

1730H
Resulting slit-scan

Tree-mounted 
Projectors and sensors

Superimposed manipulated 
shadow recordings

Average point between three 
participants taken for the scan

It is proposed that Stage Four is sited in a forest clearing at the ruins of the Platonic Academy 
illustrated in Figures 44-46. To deal with the challenge of effective projection during the day, 
the proposal exploits the shadows of the surrounding trees. Multiple tree-mounted projectors 
project the live-feed of the superimposed shadows and resulting slit-scan within the shadows 
of trees, which projection moves and varies in size together with the shadows of the trees as 
such shadows shift with the changing position of the sun throughout the day. Cameras around 
the clearing track the movements of participants as they walk over the projections, using their 
position to determine the column of pixels to be copied by the slit-scan. The movements of the 
participants at Stage Four result in immediate alterations the slit-scan; it is hoped that enabling 
participants to see the immediate result of their movements will encourage further and/or 
prolonged participation.
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Figure 47 - No-participant slit-scan producing erratic, illegible scans
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Figure 48 - Two participant slit-scan with the Kinect reading the average point between both participants

Although each of the experiments carried out in this investigation only involved one participant, 
the actual installations accommodate multiple simultaneous participants. At Stage One, 
multiple participants can stand in each shadow recording station. At Stage Two, interactions 
from multiple participants at each shadow erasing station can produce numerous erasures, 
potentially eclipsing entire shadow recordings. Software at Stage Four can be programmed 
to calculate the average point of multiple participants to determine the column of pixels 
for the slit-scan. This idea of a multiple-participant slit-scan was explored in the experiment 
shown in Figure 48 where a Kinect was programmed to calculate the average point between 
participants and use that to control the scan. This removes the single-participant restriction and 
makes for a richer collaborative process between more public participants.

If there are no participants, Stage One will continue to transmit the seven latest shadow 
recordings it has stored. Tracking systems governing the manipulations for Stages Two to Four 
go into idle mode, feeding the software random values that ultimately result in an erratic slit-
scan as seen in Figure 47. A no-participant scenario produces a scan of greater illegibility that 
one might say better protects the identity of participants. However, it is argued that the vague 
humanoid shadows resulting from a participant-controlled system makes the piece more 
beautiful and intriguing as it provides a continuous visual representation of the movements 
and behaviours of its co-creators.
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Stage Five - Projection of Shadow Monument

Figure 49 - Diagram highlighting Stage Four process

The resulting slit-scan from Stage Four is then transmitted back to Stage One where it employs a 
similar sunlight strategy as Stage Four. Multiple projectors mounted along the walkway project 
the shadow monument within the shadows formed by the proposed architecture. As illustrated 
in Figure 50, the projections move and vary throughout the day together with the shifting 
shadows. As a result, the monument makes fleeting appearances across various locations of 
the site, allowing multiple versions of the temporary monument to be glimpsed by audiences 
along the Panathenaic Way.
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Figure 50 - The Athenian Shadow Monument is projected within shadows formed from the architecture proposal

21st June, 0830H
Sun elevation 26°
Sun Azimuth 80°

Projected slit-scan

Projected slit-scan

21st June, 1100H
Sun elevation 56°
Sun Azimuth 104°
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Projected slit-scan

21st June, 1330H
Sun elevation 75°
Sun Azimuth 183°

Projected slit-scan

21st June, 1830H
Sun elevation 25°
Sun Azimuth 281°



In summary, the challenges posed by the sites’ physical conditions have informed the light and 
shading strategies employed through Stages One to Four, which successfully create conducive 
environments for effective shadow production and projection. The need for anonymisation has 
also guided experiments into image and video manipulation techniques. These techniques 
are used from Stages Two to Four have helped inform the architectures of the various stages 
of monument creation, and ensure that the anonymity of participants is preserved and that 
personal data and privacy issues are adequately addressed.
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Conclusion

The study of monuments and its various typologies has shown how appropriations of monuments 
throughout history have led to the development of palimpsestic spaces. Technological 
developments in the 20th century saw the rise of this phenomenon in the form of temporary 
monuments: illumination saw the transformation of the Nuremberg Parade Grounds into 
the powerful but fleeting Nazi Cathedral of Light, improved communications facilitated the 
organisation of emotionally-charged Charlie Hebdo memorials at Place de la République, 
etc. Technology has given birth to new media art and allows for the temporal appropriation 
of spaces and the consequent subversion of a monument’s original symbolism and meaning 
(typically of power and dominance).

This paper has explored in particular the appropriation of monumental space through the use 
of shadows. Research into shadows and art and the examination of the three case studies 
have crystallised the physical challenges in creating public participatory shadow artworks, and 
the techniques used by the case studies to address these challenges have informed my design 
proposal’s lighting strategy.

Apart from the said physical challenges, technological proliferation and the ease of information 
accessibility has made personal data protection a major concern; exhibiting something 
personal like a shadow in the form of a monument in the public realm raises privacy concerns, 
giving rise to the need for the artwork to inform participants of the recording and handling 
of their personal data (by way of notices displayed at each stage of the design proposal) as 
well as enhance participant anonymity (by way of the use of image and video processing 
techniques in the Athenian Shadow Monument’s creation process). Experiments found that 
the layering of such technologies adequately distorts recognisable shadows and protects 
participants’ identities. 

In relation to encouraging participation by the Athenian public, the division of the creation 
process into stages provides numerous opportunities for engagement, and makes the shadow 
monument more accessible to the public. In addition, the design proposal can effectively 
accommodate simultaneous participation by multiple individuals, through the use of average-
point motion-tracking technologies. A more detailed investigation, involving a larger number 
of participants, into the tracking of multiple independent bodies might uncover more exciting 
methods of interactions that give participants a greater sense of involvement in the monument’s 
creation. Another potential avenue of further investigation is the development of a web-based 
interface that might allow remote participation and spectating, adding another dimension to 
the artwork.

Overall, the investigation into the creation of public participatory shadow art has helped 
further my understanding of the importance of anonymity in contemporary society. It has 
been beneficial to the development of an architecture that is inherently exhibitionistic while 
remaining protective of the personal data of its participants.
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